
Partner referral commission rates
Quantumrun Foresight Platform

The following table outlines the 2023 referral commission rates for any platform subscription
generated through Quantumrun Foresight’s partner network.

These rates allow for fair compensation to referral partners with sufficient margin to affordably
provide high-quality service to the end clients of the Quantumrun Foresight Platform.

Access the platform pricing page here.

Subscription Annual price Commission Referral (USD) Renewal

Trend Researcher $60 50% $30.00 25%

Pro $600 50% $300.00 25%

Business $5,088 50% $2,544.00 15%

Enterprise $16,788 10% * $1,678.00 10%

Enterprise+
services Negotiated 10%

10% under 50k + 5%
above 50k 10%

Consulting
engagements Negotiated 10%

10% under 50k + 5%
above 50k 10%

Notes

● All amounts are in USD.
● No taxes applied to clients outside of Canada.
● Payments can be processed through Wise, PayPal, or bank wire transfer.
● Renewals commissions will be ongoing and paid monthly or annually, based on each

client’s subscription payment term.
● Initial commission rate applies to the first monthly or annual subscription purchase only.

Subsequent purchases (i.e., annual renewals or subscription month #2 and onwards)
are defaulted to the lower renewal commission rates.

Referral bonus

● The second Enterprise subscription referral generated for a company in the same
industry will result in a 15% referral.

https://www.quantumrun.com/consulting/platform/
https://www.quantumrun.com/consulting/platform-pricing/
https://www.quantumrun.com/consulting/quantumrun-foresight-platform-enterprise-plus/
https://www.quantumrun.com/consulting/quantumrun-foresight-platform-enterprise-plus/


● The third Enterprise subscription referral generated for a company in the same industry
will result in a 20% referral. This same 20% rate will remain for all consecutive referrals
for companies in the same industry.

● Finally, if you sell and close any Business or Enterprise platform subscription on
Quantumrun’s behalf—e.g., you complete the sale with your client, and you collect the
funds—you will receive a 10% bonus. Does not apply to renewals. In this scenario,
Quantumrun will invoice you directly to collect the client funds.

Contact for inquiries

David Tal
Senior Strategic Foresight Consultant
Quantumrun Foresight | 18 Lower Jarvis | Suite 20023 | Toronto, ON | M5E-0B1 | Canada
david.t@quantumrun.com
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